Forestry trailer homologated and equipped for loader and drive
6000 kg

This trailer offers everything necessary for forestry work, according to your needs: the crane
(TFC4200 VERSUS model) is equipped with a hydraulic rotating grab that allows transportation of
logs while the trailer allows for the transportation of timber even on relatively steep slopes.
Moreover, the trailer is also suitable for transporting cereals as well as many other uses.

This trailer can be homologated for 5000 kg while maintaining the same
specifications.

TECHNICAL DATA
Body dimension (m)
Sides height (cm)
Trailer weight (kg)
Tailgate opening
Can be tipped in 3 directions
Holes for posts
Hydraulic brake with 2 homologated
pistons

FT60V
1,80 x 3,50
60
1650
standard
standard
N. 8
2 front, 2 rear
and 4 lateral
standard

111.5/80-15.3 18 PR
Forestal use
2
Rear capstans
1
Capstan per side
standard
Handwheel locking brake
standard
Feet with small wheel
Drive axle with forestal tyres for traction standard
Tyres

Optional
Drop-down sides
Side protection cm 60
Zinc-plated sides for each set of 4 sides
Hydraulic feet
Reduction gear complete with cardan joints
Bevelled double sheet metal base with anti-slip corner pieces for logs
Bolsters

Note: This trailer can be homologated only with the product listed
below
- Mod. TFC4200 VERSUS

Both COMPASS and VERTICAL feet are available

TECHNICAL DATA - TFC4200 VERSUS
TFC4200 VERSUS
Arm length - to grab center (mm)) 4200
640
Weight (Kg)
400
Max weight / Max Load (kg)
5500
Max Height (mm)
55-60 HP
Minimum tractor power
360°
Central rotation
360° rotatore T1
Unlimited grab rotation
2
Arms
1
Sliding hydraulic arms
Sliding hydraulic arm length (mm) 1000
THLS 30
Grab Type

Optional
Excavation Kit
Independent hydraulic system
Supplemental G3 step-up gear unit with power drive through shaft
Central seat (standard)
Joystick
Hydraulic arm (standard)
Tow kit not approved for the road
Double pump to connect to joystick
3-point connector for tractor
Double stabilizer feet

